
New concepts
New hulls
New designs

FOLLOWING A REVAMP OF ITS SPORT CRUIS ING R IBS RANGE 
TO BE LAUNCHED IN SEPTEMBER 2011, ZODIAC® IS  ADDING THREE 

NEW MODELS TO ITS COMFORT CRUIS ING RANGE

N- ZO 600 N- ZO 680 N- ZO 760 N-ZO 700 CABIN

DIMENSIONS (in metres – feet/inches)
Overall length 6 / 19’7” 6,8 / 22’3” 7,6 / 24’9” 6,99 - 22’11”

Inside length 5,03 5,82 6,38 6,37 - 20’11”

Overall width 2,54 / 8’33” 2,54 / 8’33” 3 / 9’84” 3,21 - 10’6”

Inside width 1,33 1,35 1,76 2,40 - 7’11”

CAPACITY
Number of passengers (ISO Cat B/C) 12/NA* 14/5* 18/NA* 7/12

OUTBOARD DATA
Shaft: � Short  � Long  � Extra long  � Ultra long mono � mono � bi � mono � bi � mono �

Maximum recommended power2 (in ch) 150 175 250 2 x 150 250

Maximum recommended power2 (in kW) 112 131 187 2 x 110 184

Maximum power allowed3 (in ch) 150 200 2 x 150 300 2 x 150 300

Maximum power allowed3 (in kW) 112 149 2 x 112 224 2 x 110 220,8
*Awaiting approval

For more information, visit
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Indicated measurements may vary by +/- 3%, or +/- 5% for weight and speed measurements. (1) Maximum permitted load is calculated using ISO standards. Caution is advised when operating fully laden boats. (2) Recommended power is based on optimal
use of the boat’s abilities under average load. Depending on use, choose either maximum (waterskiing) or minimum power (fishing, cruising). (3) The manufacturer’s plaque specifies maximum permitted power. The power of your boat must not exceed 
this under any circumstances. (4) Maximum permitted weight: dry weight, according to motor manufacturers’ catalogue specifications. (5) Maximum speeds are intended as a guide only; they were measured in ideal conditions by professional pilots with 
one person aboard. They may vary according to make of motor, boat load, propeller type and water conditions. (6) Models in this catalogue are sometimes shown with optional accessories. Please check standard equipment supplied with each model 
and see your distributor for any additional equipment. The availability of certain models, as well as certain equipment details may vary from country to country (e.g. USA, Canada). The boats photographed in this catalogue may differ from the actual models. 
Zodiac® continually strives to improve the quality of its products and as such reserves the right to modify or delete any model presented in this catalogue without prior notice.
Zodiac® recommends that a life jacket is worn at all times; it is your own responsibility to check the legal obligations on your navigation zone.
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600 680 760

design

Armed with the success of the N-ZO 700
Cabin, Zodiac® has once again drawn on
the talent of the renowned Italian designer,
Vittorio Garroni, to design these boats
with exclusive lines. These new boats
have also been produced in accordance
with specific technical specifications to
meet the most frequently demanded 
requirements of recreational  sailors.

We have endeavoured to design boats
that are both safe and comfortable. 
They enjoy the benefits of many Zodiac®

innovations.

safety

The safety provided by a semi-rigid 
boat is well established. The N-ZO range 
benefits from the experience of Zodiac®

in the design of the hulls and utilises
two innovative features:

• New technology used on the Zodiac®

shell, equipped with a pronounced 
V-hull, which offers unmatched sea
keeping and handling.

• The generous height of the free-boards,
thanks to the size of its buoyancy tube
and the special structure of the hull,
turn the cabin into a “cocoon” for its
passengers. 

pleasure

The new N-ZOs are pleasure boats to be
shared with others. 
Particular attention has been paid to 
the comfort of passengers, both when
sailing and when moored. Three inno-
vative features have been included in
the deck design:

• Best use has been made of the on
board space. The deck lay-out has
been designed to facilitate safe moving
around on-board. A new console, 

called an “Air Console”, more raised,
has made it possible to minimise the
floor space used and increase your
boat’s interior space. 

• The areas for entertaining have been
enhanced. All N-ZO models have 
a spacious aft saloon which can 
seat a number of people and which 
offers direct access to the aft bathing 
platform. 

• The modular design of the boats has
not been overlooked. The N-ZO range
is equipped with a new bow sunbathing
system “Reverse & Sun” which allows
an extensive sundeck to be put in place
in a matter of seconds by simply 
unfolding the structure. 

The new N-ZO range therefore comprises
boats that are aesthetically pleasing,
seaworthy, spacious, and particularly
safe.

THESE 
THREE 

NEW N-ZO RIBS
ENJOY THE

BENEFITS OF
INNOVATIONS

INCORPORATED
INTO THE HULL

AND DECK
DESIGN. 

N-ZO
ADVANTAGES 

• Optimum comfort when
sailing

• Exclusive design
• Optimised space on board 
• Ergonomic design for ease
of movement on board  

• Raised console
• Spacious aft saloon
• Rapid and practical
sundeck installation system

PRONOUNCED V-HULL

AIR CONSOLE + BOLSTER

AIR CONSOLE (N-ZO 600/N-ZO 680)

LEANING POST

WINDLASS

AFT SALOON

“REVERSE AND SUN” 
SUNBATHING SYSTEM
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